
SOME QUICK POINTS ON OVERHEATING: 
  
Car cooling systems are slightly pressurized which prevents the water from boiling at 100*C and 
lets it go a few degrees higher before expanding bubbles of steam begin to occur underwater - 
which use the energy conversion of heat to mechanical force to blow out the weakest point in the 
pipework. 
  
Overheating usually means this is already happening somehow, most often because a tiny hole 
has appeared somewhere and the pressurization of the pipe system is lost. 
  
It can be somewhere along a hose or at a union where a hose joins a pipe, or in the radiator itself. 
  
Rubber hoses for cars are very good these days and the failures of them are measured in parts 
per million. 
  
However, hoses and the joints where they terminate are the most usual failure points by far. 
  
Next cause could be a failed thermostat. These are still Bronze Age devices operating on the 
expansion and contraction of melted wax, like a warehouse fire sprinkler. 
  
I personally have no idea what upgrades the Cooper cooling system has for North America over 
Europe, but I'd bet a dollar it's none at all, or a slightly wider-opening thermostat, period. 
  
Let's also not forget that the Cooper is a sports car, and it's the province of any sport car owner to 
have a box of spare hoses in the garage for when, not if. 
  
Any Cooper running that small motor, auto box and aircon in permanent use runs its cooling 
system harder than a manual transmission model in a cool climate, which is the default version 
the MINI was designed to be. 
  
I reckon you all are well placed, all having the same car within limits, so one box of spare hoses 
and thermostat bought for the club could keep a whole bunch of people covered for a bad day. 
  
Last point, never pour bottles of supposedly clever sh*t into your cooling system in an attempt to 
protect or cure it. 
 


